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Same Mistake

Listen to the song and complete the gaps with a verb in the infinitive or+ -inB.

Same Mistake
Saw the world 1 turning in my sheets
And once again I cannot 2_

_ __

3

out the door and up the street

4_ _ _ _

at the stars beneath my feet

5_

rights that I did wrong

_ __

So here I go
Chorus

I'm not 6 _ _ _ _ for a second chance
I'm 7

at the top of my voice

8

me reasons but don't give me choice

'cos I'll just 9

the same mistake (again)

And maybe someday we will 1°_
And maybe

11_

Don't 13

___

___

and not just 12_ __

_

the promises

'cos there are no promises 114_ _ __
And my reflection troubles me
So here I go
Chorus x 2

Saw the world turning in my sheets
And once again I cannot 15_
16
17_ __

_

1 8 _ _ __

And

_ __

out the door and up the street
at the stars
at the stars fall down

19

where

Did I go wrong?

SONG FACTS
This song was originally
recorded by James Blunt
on his second studio album
'All the Lost Souls'. The
song has been used in
several TV shows and was
played during the trailer and
credits for the film P.S. I love
you. The Spanish flamenco
pop singer Melendi has
included a version of this
song in one of his albums
sung in Spanish.

G

Listen to the song again with the lyrics. Find the phrases in the song
which mean ...
1

I don't like what I see in the mirror.

2 I don't want another opportunity.

3 now I think about the mistakes I made in the past.
4 perhaps we'll see each other in the future.

5 you shouldn't believe the things I say I'll do.
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SOLUTIONS OF SONG 5B
SAME MISTAKE
A)
2 sleep
3 Walk
4 Look
5 Remember
6 calling
7 screaming
8 Give
9 make
10 meet
11 talk
12 speak
13 buy
14 keep
15 sleep
16 Walk
17 Look
18 Look
19 wonder
B)
1 my reflection troubles me
2 I’m not calling for a second chance
3 Remember rights that I did wrong
4 maybe someday we will meet
5 Don’t buy the promises

